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TO ROLLIN
And All Who Ever Lost
A Child

[

Title

A WORD from JOHN PIPER

[
So quickly do we pass over the Christmas words, “Herod . . .
slew all the male children . . . two years old and under.” But the
poet lingers, weeping, raging, looking at the dark spot, in hope
that any prick of light might become a portal for the sun. And
what he sees he strains with words to show—-pressing us against
the perforation in the wall of pain.
Why this struggle? Why does the poet bind his heart with
such a severe discipline of form? Why strain to give shape to
suffering? Because Reality has contours. God is who He is, not
what we wish or try to make Him be. His Son, Jesus Christ, is
the great granite Fact. His hard sacrifice makes it evident that
our spontaneity needs Calvary-like discipline. Perhaps the innkeeper paid dearly for housing the Son of God. Should it not be
costly to penetrate and portray this pain?
The Innkeeper seeks to reveal the Light that shines behind
this brutal moment in history and our own path of suffering.
Come and see!
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J

ake’s wife would have been fifty-eight

The day that Jesus passed the gate
Of Bethlehem, and slowly walked
Toward Jacob’s Inn. The people talked
With friends, and children played along
The paths, and Jesus hummed a song,
And smiled at every child he saw.
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H

e paused with one small lass to draw
A camel in the dirt, then said,
“What’s this?” The girl bent down her head
To study what the Lord had made.
She smiled, “A camel, sir!” and laid
Her finger on the bulging back
Where merchants bind their leather pack.
“It’s got a hump.” “Indeed it does,
And who do you believe it was
Who made this camel with his hump?”
Without a thought that this would stump
The rabbi guild and be reviled,
She said, “God did.” And Jesus smiled.
“Good eyes, my child. And would that all
Jerusalem within that wall
Of yonder stone could see the signs
Of peace!” He left the lass with lines
Of simple wonder in her face
And slowly went to find the place
Where he was born.
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